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LANTEK
SHEET METAL 
SOLUTIONS
We offer the best possible consultation, the broadest 
range of products, and the best team of professionals 
prepared to face any scenario with machine tools in 
the sheet metal and steel structure industries. 

SECTOR
Lantek offers advanced software solutions for metal 
manufacturing regardless of your company’s sector. 

MANUFACTURING MODEL
Lantek adapts to the way your company works to ensure 
that your key processes are fully covered.

MACHINE TECHNOLOGY
Lantek integrates efficiently with all existing sheet metal, 
tube or beam machine tools achieving the highest 
productivity and performance. 
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Lantek is the global leader 
providing software systems 
and solutions to companies 

manufacturing parts with sheet 
metal, tubes, and structural steel.
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Lantek is an Information Technology company specialized 
in the development of software solutions whose main goal 
is to provide the customer with an integral product and 
service to suit their needs. 

Lantek was founded in 1986 with their global headquarters 
located in Alava’s Technological Park just north of Vitoria-
Gasteiz, Spain (Basque Country). With continued expansion 
across the world, they are now considered the world leader 
in CAD/CAM software for oxyful, plasma, laser waterjet and 
punching machines. They have also been on the forefront 
of developing on-demand Management Software solutions 
(MES/ERP) for metal fabricators.

As a result, more than 20,000 customers in over 100 countries  
trust Lantek in their daily operations. 

Global Offices and Distributors

Lantek has offices located in Germany, Argentina, Chile, 
China, Spain, U.S., France, India, Italy, Japan, Korea, Mexico, 
Netherlands, Poland, United Kingdom and Turkey.

Lantek also has distributors all over the world including: 
Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Egypt, Estonia, 
Greece, Holland, Iran, Norway, Portugal, Paraguay, Peru, 
Russia, Sweden, Singapore, Switzerland, Taiwan, United Arab 
Emirates, Venezuela, Egypt and more.

LANTEK
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GLOBAL
LEADER
Lantek is world leader in revenue, 
customers, offices, sales & technical 
network, innovation and technological 
competence among software companies 
for metal industry.

6.2 MILLION TONS CUT
Lantek optimizes the material yield and quality 
of results to the maximum.

MACHINE MODELS
Lantek gets the most out of any machine 
model with any technology.1.200+

LANGUAGES
available for all our software systems and to 
support our customers and partners.18
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100+
Countries

200+
Workers

20.000+
Customers
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LANTEK
OFFICES & 
RESELLERS

ASIA

KOREA  2001 2

CHINA  2006 3

AMERICA

USA  1997

MEXICO  2007 2

ARGENTINA 2008

CHILE  2013

EMEA

SPAIN  1986 2

FRANCE  1991 2

GERMANY 1996

ITALY  1999

U.K.  2000

POLAND 2006

TURKEY  2007

UAE  2016

ASIA

AUSTRALIA

INDIA

SINGAPORE

THAILAND

VIETNAM

TAIWAN

AMERICA

ARGENTINA

BRAZIL

CANADA

COLOMBIA

VENEZUELA

PERU

EMEA

BELGIUM

CZECH REP.

ESTONIA

GREECE

NETHERLANDS

SERBIA

SAUDI ARABIA

UAE

OFFICES

RESELLERS
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ALL THIS MAKES
US HAVE A YOUNG 
BUT EXPERIENCED 
TEAM

90% of our people are 
graduates, many of 
whom have studied or 
worked abroad.

Our team is a mix of dynamism and 
enthusiasm for improving every day.

All products are entirely engineered at 
our R&D Center in Miñano.

Turnover is low and the 
team is maintained over 
the years. 

Average age is around 
30 years.
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PEOPLE AT YOUR SIDE

200+

70 10 30
field support technicians Global Support software development engineers
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Elevators & 
moving walkways

Commercial Spaces Cold Industries

Buses & Trucks Agricultural Machinery Excavators

Structural Steel Shipyards Energy, solar, wind

Lantek offers advanced software solutions for 
metal manufacturing regardless of the sector 
your company belongs to.

LANTEK SOLUTIONS
FOR EVERY ECONOMIC
SECTOR
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FINANCIAL 
HEALTH
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Lantek	Global	Sales	

STRONG GROWTH

Our internationalization strategy has enabled sustainable growth over the years and recovery 
from global crisis stronger than ever. 

Single shareholder in strong financial standing. 

We are leaders in Spain, Portugal, France, Italy, Brazil, China and Korea and the most important 
company worldwide in this sector in terms of market share.
Lantek invests around 20% of its revenues on R&D for improvement of our products and new 
technology development.
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EXPERIENCE

IN THE INDUSTRY
30+YEARS

20.000+
customers

350+
MES/MRP/ERP installations worldwide

CAD/CAM
30 YEARS

MES & ERP
20 YEARS

ANALYTICS
4

IIoT
2
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100+
OEM agreements

18
Languages Software & Support

20
Offices

14
Countries
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We offer the best possible consultation, the broadest range of products, and the best team of 
professionals prepared to face any scenario with machine tools in the sheet metal and steel 
structure industries.

Lantek’s extensive experience in a wide variety of markets has helped achieve a deep 
understanding of the needs in the industry and state-of-the-art technology. This experience has 
helped foster fruitful relationships with both customers and machine tool builders. 

Today, Lantek has a strong R&D center and extensive commercial and technical deployment 
around the world.

Trust Lantek and achieve a major breakthrough in your company competitiveness:

SHEET METAL
SOFTWARE 
SOLUTIONS

PRODUCTIVITY

• Process optimization

• Shorter cycles

• Iteration improvement

• Resource coordination and 
orchestration

EFFICIENCY

• Better asset exploitation

• Less consumption of 
energy, raw materials, time

• Less financing needs

• Better results in any 
technology

• Optimal adaptation to 
every machine

BUSINESS INTELIGENCE

• Real time data available 
from any location

• Intelligent combination of 
information displayed

• Analysis, indicators, reports
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CAD/CAM MES

Metal Platform Factory Management

lantek expert cut

lantek expert punch

lantek expert quattro

lantek expert duct

lantek MES manager

lantek MES WOS

lantek MES capture

lantek MES inventory

lantek flex3d steelwork

lantek flex3d tubes

lantek flex3d 5x

lantek flex3d CAD addins

LANTEK’S PATH
TO DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
This is the Lantek path for the Digital Transformation of your company. A path in search of the 
optimization of costs and processes through smart automation.
How far do you want to go?
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ADVANCED MANUFACTURINGERP+

Factory Management Synergy Intelligence

lantek integra quotes

lantek integra sales

lantek integra purchases

lantek integra outsourcing

lantek manufacturing analytics

lantek customer analytics

lantek process analytics

lantek order consolidation

lantek advanced connectivity

lantek advanced planning

lantek wos+
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Lantek Expert is the world´s most advanced CAD/CAM nesting software system, 
designed for automating the CNC programming of sheet metal machines.

Lantek Expert provides the advanced nesting algorithms and mechanization 
strategies (Thinkingmetal Technology) for any cutting (laser, plasma, oxy-
fuel, water jet technologies) and punching machines.

Close partnerships with Machine Tool Builder allows 
Lantek Expert to achieve outstanding performance while 
optimizing the results of machines from manufacturers 
like Amada, Esab, Ficep, Flow, HK Laser & Systems, 
Koike, Mazak, Messer, Prima Power, Salvagnini, Trumpf, 
and many others. 

Lantek ensures excellent results, both in nesting and 
machining, for any cutting or punching machine today 
and in the future.

CAD/CAM nesting software system 
specially designed for automating the 
CNC programming of sheet metal cutting 
machines with oxy-fuel, plasma, laser, and 
water jet technologies.

CAD/CAM nesting software specially 
designed for automating the CNC 
programming of sheet metal punching 
machines.

CUT PUNCH

LANTEK EXPERT
The world’s most advanced CAD/CAM nesting software

Lantek Expert Products
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Software system specially designed for 
shear machines and optimized for nesting 
rectangular parts.

Software system for the calculation of 
heating, cooling and ventilation ducts.

QUATRO DUCT

www.LantekSMS.com

CAD/CAM ADVANCED MANUFACTURINGMES ERP+
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Technology
Lantek Expert Cut allows configuration and 
management of the type and value of lead-ins/lead-
outs for different types of contours. It is possible to 
common cut between different parts or limit to pairs of 
parts (with micro-joints and pre-cuts).

It detects any errors in the design and machining.

Lantek Expert Cut provides automatic lead-ins/lead-
outs, manual and automatic cutting, copied machining, 
customized machine configuration and postprocessors 
for all types of machines.

Laser technology
Lantek Expert Cut provides specific laser technology 
tables for each type of machine; management of 
reduced lead-ins/lead-outs with runback; personalized 
piercing; fast piercing; sprint-laser; flying cut; micro-
welds; micro-joints; head management; contour 
attributes; automatic and manual extractions.

Water jet technology
Specific water jet technology tables for each machine 
offer speed reduction in corners, special piercing and 
multi head management. Moreover, it manages the unique 
characteristics of cutting with water jet technology.

Introduction
Lantek Expert Cut is a CAD/CAM system specially 
designed to automate the programming of sheet metal 
cutting machines (oxy-cut, plasma, laser and water jet). 
It is the result of over 30 years experience and close 
collaboration with both manufacturers and users of this 
type of machine. 

It perfectly combines machine technology with the 
customer’s programming and management needs.

Lantek Expert Cut offers an advanced, intuitive and 
friendly interface able to improve the user’s efficiency 
when it comes to programming.

Nesting
Automatic and manual nesting provides great flexibility 
and optimum performance.

A combination of automatic and semiautomatic 
nesting is paird with powerful manual nesting functions 
including copying, moving, rotating and more.

The automatic nesting of Lantek Expert optimizes the 
utilization of parts on any sheet remnant.
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Oxycut/Plasma technology
Lantek Expert Cut supports technological elements 
such as: chamfers, loops and bridges.It perfectly 
manages different types of heads/torches and handles 
any changes between them.

Other important features are:

• Multi-Torch.

• Marking with powder, punch, inkjets, drilling, etc.

• Continuous cutting.

• Chamfers: perfect management of machining with 
revolving and triple torches.

• Time and true costs calculation. Lantek Expert 
manages all the technology of the machine and 
calculates the time and cost by piece and by sheet.

• Increased parametric parts library.

• Parts and sheet metal warehouse management 
monitored by open databases. All the parts are stored 
in organized databases. Sheets and remnants are 
located in a sheet metal store, sorted by material, 
thickness, date, etc.

• 2D design provides advanced geometry and leading 
options.

• Intelligent import/export. Connection to the leading 
CAD systems on the market: DXF, DWG, IGES, etc.

• Totally integrated with the leading 3D design systems 
(SOLIDWORKS®, Autodesk Inventor®, Solid Edge®, 
Catia®, …)

• Lantek offers a range of products for the beam, tubes, 
and duct (HVAC) industries that fully integrate with 
the Lantek Integra Management Software System to 
satisfy production needs of any manufacturer. 

Technical characteristics
• All the Lantek Expert options are integrated into one 

program. Moreover, Lantek Expert is fully integrated 
with the Integra Management Software System, 
Lantek Integra, offering a full range of CAD/CAM/ERP 
solutions for manufacturing companies belonging to 
the sheet metal, beam and tubes processing industry. 
Additionally, Lantek Expert is designed to connect to 
an external ERP.

• Teamwork. Available for operation as a stand alone 
productivity cell or as part of a networked systems. 
Teamwork is possible through use of a floating license. 

CAD/CAM ADVANCED MANUFACTURINGMES ERP+
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lantek expert punch

Nesting 
Lantek Expert Punch offers automatic and manual 
nesting with great flexibility and optimum performance. 
We offer a combination of automatic and semiautomatic 
nesting with other powerful manual nesting functions 
such as: grid copying, moving, rotation, etc.

Lantek Expert Punch automatic nesting optimizes the 
parts within the sheet offering different options for 
common punching on regular and irregular pieces.

Automatic punching 
software
The machining of the geometry is totally automatic in 
accordance with the parameters which are completely 
configurable by the user considering the limits of the 
machine. Lantek Expert Punch also allows punching 
manually or semi automatically. It consists of advanced 
options allowing full flexibility for machining. Lantek 
Expert Punch stands out amongst its competitors 
with functions to give users the ability to carry out 
common punching on regular and irregular pieces. 
It also manages to reposition the sheet automatically 
depending on different strategies defined by the user. 

The system takes into account the different 
optimization criteria, by path and by angles. The 
modify options provided by Lantek allow the user 
to easily change machining order, sequence, micro-
joints, punches, etc.

The CNC file is generated automatically with the 
ability to generate expanded and subprogram output 
depending on the requirement of the machine tool. 

The user may easily personalize the machining of 
specific parts by means of machining macros for 
specific geometries.

Introduction
Lantek Expert Punch is a CAD/CAM system specially 
designed for automating the programming of 
CNC punching machines. It is the result of over 30 
years experience and close collaboration with both 
manufacturers and users of this type of machine. 

It perfectly combines machine technology with the 
customer’s programming and management needs.

Lantek Expert Punch offers an advanced, intuitive and 
friendly interface improving the user’s programming 
efficiency. 

Management of punches, 
dies, turrets and more
Lantek Expert manages Autoindex tools, Multitool 
stations and all tool types from standard tools to tools 
for forming, embossing, drilling, threading, stamping, 
rolling, etc.

The system takes into account the characteristics of 
each station of the turret punch or linear tool store.
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CAD/CAM ADVANCED MANUFACTURINGMES ERP+

punch

Component removal: 
manual and automatic 
Lantek Expert Punch controls all the possible ways 
of seperating and removing the part from the sheet 
automatically by utilizing micro-joints, work chutes, 
machine stop, part picking systems and integrated 
angle shear.

Technical characteristics
• Integration of all options. All the Lantek Expert 

options are integrated into one program. Moreover, 
Lantek Expert is fully integrated with Lantek Integra, 
the Integral Management Software System offered by 
Lantek. Lantek Integra, offers a modular CAD/CAM/
ERP solution for manufacturing companies in the 
sheet metal, beam and tube processing industries. 
Additionally, Lantek Expert is designed to connect to 
external ERP systems.

• Intelligent import/export. Integration with the leading 
CAD systems on the market: DXF, DWG, IGES, etc.

• Teamwork. Available for operation as a stand alone 
productivity cell or as part of a networked systems. 
Teamwork is possible through use of a floating license. 

• 2D design. Thanks to advanced geometry options, the 
user can design any 2D geometry easily and quickly. 
Included in the CAD system are options to copy, 
mirror, scale and most importantly verify the geometry 
to fix any drawing discrepancies. 

• A large library of parametric parts in which the user 
can add their own designs.

• Parts and sheet metal warehouse management 
monitored by open databases. All the parts and sheets 
are organized according to material and thickness 
date, etc.

• Total integrated with the leading 3D design systems 
(SOLIDWORKS®, Autodesk Inventor®, Solid Edge®, 
Catia®, …)

Added technologies 
(shearing and cutting)
Lantek Expert Punch supports both shearing machines 
and combination machines with a laser/plasma cutting 
head.  

Shearing and laser cutting are automatically managed, 
and it is extremely simple to use.

Times and costs optimization
Lantek Expert manages all the technology of the 
machine and calculates the time and cost by piece and 
by sheet.

Using this information, the user can create quotations, 
check the volume of work of each machine and print 
any required reports. 
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lantek expert duct

Introduction
Lantek Expert Duct is a powerful module for calculating 
HVAC and DUCT figures. It is the result of over 30 
years experience and close collaboration with both 
manufacturers and users of sheet metal cutting and 
punching machines. It perfectly combines machine 
technology with the customer’s programming and 
management needs.

Lantek Expert Duct is designed in such a way that the 
user only has to follow the simple steps prompted by the 
system. Users simply select the figure to be developed, 
enter the required dimensions, and the figure will 
automatically be developed.

It includes a complete library of parametric figures 
which also follow DIN and SMACNA regulations (square 
to round, cones, cylinders, boiler making figures, tube 
intersections, etc.) to cover most of the duct shapes 
available.

Technical characteristics
• Extended library of parametric parts and HVAC figures.

• 2D design. Lantek Expert Duct integrates a 2D CAD 
module to design any part, as well as any geometric 
modification of the contours. The flat pattern can then 
be cut or punched in Lantek Expert and considers 
flanges, notches and bend lines for marking.

• Warehouse management. All the parts are stored in 
organized databases.

• Intelligent import/export. Integration with the leading 
CAD systems on the market: DXF, DWG, IGES, etc.

• Time and true costs calculation. Lantek Expert 
calculates the weight, cutting perimeters, and material 
costs.

• Easy to use. The user only needs to select the figure 
and enter the data for the system to automatically 
develop the part. For faster production there is also a 
figures editor. It allows visualization in 3D to verify the 
final result of the part.

• Integration of all options. Lantek Expert Duct is fully 
integrated with other modules of the Lantek Expert 
family in a single program. So, any modification in the 
part will be achieved from the same program without 
affecting the nesting or the cutting sequence.

Moreover, Lantek Expert is fully integrated with the 
Integra Management Software System. Lantek Integra 
offers CAD/CAM/ERP solutions for manufacturing 
companies in the sheet metal, beam and tubes 
processing industries. Additionally, Lantek Expert is 
designed to connect to an external ERP.
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duct

Listings
The system generates listings such as:

• Listing scale 1:1 in order to cut the part directly from 
the sheet.

• Geometrical listing for the development of essential 
points.

• Design of important shapes page by page.

• Listing of all parts.

• Listing of tags.

• Listing of macros, insulators, etc.

Din regulation 
The figures are created  using DIN standard 18.379  to 
conform  with European standards  and  SMACNA for 
USA standards.

Configurability
Lantek Expert Duct is a system which takes into account 
duct requirements. The user can define the following 
options:

• Type of neutral axis (internal, neutral, external) with 
which we make the calculations.

• Type of joints used for the parts.

• Number of sections.

• Type of engraving (lines, notches, drilling, etc.) for 
cutting machines.

• Seams, connections, etc.

• Insulators.

High definition HVAC and 
duct figures
Lantek Expert Duct adapts perfectly to the air 
conditioning and ventilation industry. The user can 
define the following options:

• Baffle plates: generated by configuring the necessary 
parameters in order to create the sheets or plates.

• Library of seams, connections, flanges, etc. The user 
can easily define these elements graphically.
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Lantek Flex3d is the most flexible 3D CAD/CAM software, totally engineered by Lantek and 
conceived for automating the CNC programming for 3D machining of tubes, pipes, beams, 
profiles, and sheet metal.

Lantek Flex3d provides the most advanced nesting algorithms and 
machining strategies to perform at excellent levels with 
machines of any technology:  laser, plasma, saw, oxy-fuel 
or water jet, even combined with complementary tools 
like drilling, marking, milling, tapping and others.

Lantek Flex3d achieves outstanding performance with 
our Machine Tool Builder Partners, based on our close 
collaboration with them, but also optimizes the results 
of machines from manufacturers like Amada, Boda, 
Bystronic, Daito, Dardi, Farley, Ficep, Geka, HanKwang, 
Hans Laser, Kotec, Mazak, Microstep, NTC, Peddinghaus, 
Prima Power, ProArc, Stako, Trumpf, Vanad, Voortman, 
and many others.

Lantek ensures excellent results for any machine today 
and in the future.

CAD/CAM software system for designing, 
nesting and cutting parts of standard 
beams & profiles.

CAD/CAM software system for designing, 
nesting and cutting parts of tubes and 
pipes.

STEELWORK TUBES

LANTEK FLEX3D
The most adaptable 3D CAD/CAM software in the metal industry

Lantek Flex3d Products
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CAD/CAM software system for automatic 
programming of five-axis machine tools for 
laser and water-jet cutting machines.

Software application which allows any 
CAD design made for sheet metal parts 
to be automatically unfolded and loaded 
into Lantek Expert. It seamlessly integates 
with SOLIDWORKS®, Solid Edge®, Autodesk 
Inventor® and other CAD modelling 
systems.

5X CAD ADDINS

www.LantekSMS.com
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lantek flex3d steelwork

Easy and flexible design
Lantek Flex3d Steelwork allows 3D design in an intuitive 
and simple way, simulating the result that the user will 
obtain when cutting the beam or tube on the machine.

The user can create any type of standard section in a 
very flexible way. The parametric system allows the 
user to change the values of any of the operations 
made previously; including the possibility of changing 
the initial parameters of each section (enlarge, shorten, 
etc.).

Once the design process is done, the user can simulate 
in 3D the head movement of the machine, the beam or 
tube movement and the machining operations of every 
tool. The user can also generate the NC file to send 
directly to the machine (NC code, DSTV or DSTV+). 
Lantek Flex3d Steelwork can be adapted to work with 
any beam or tube machine.

Technical characteristics
Lantek Flex3d Steelwork gives a real time display of 
the result. It displays the exact beam section or tube 
and simulates each process in 3D while reducing the 
possibility of errors to a minimum. 

It offers the user the ability to create standard sections 
(I, U, L, H, T, circular or square tube, etc.). 

This eliminates the need for the user to duplicate the 
entry of information to create a beam or tube section. 
It is only necessary to select one of the standard base 
sections and insert the length.

The system is based on database technology, allowing 
complete management of different product profiles and 
remnants with rapid access. 

Introduction
Lantek Flex3d Steelwork is a new module in the family 
of Lantek Flex3d products focused on designing and 
machining standard sections (I, U, L, H, T and square or 
round tubes).

Lantek has used all the experience and proficiency 
in design systems and programming for sheet metal 
cutting, punching and bending machines and applied 
it to the structural steel sector regardless of the type 
of machine: sawing, drilling, punching, tapping, oxy and 
plasma cutting.

It is totally integrated with the Lantek Integra Enterprise 
Resource Planning (ERP). 

From quotation generation (jobs and projects) to 
the remittance of invoices this serves as integral 
management of the sales process.

It provides the launching of orders and production 
operations as well as reservation management, material 
needs, purchases, production situations and time and 
cost control.

It is also possible to incorporate workshop data 
collection.

Integral management of warehouses/inventory (beams, 
sheet metal, tubes, remnants, commercial product, 
finished goods). It includes serial and batch number 
sections for entire traceability management.

DSTV, SAT and CAM Importers 
Lantek Flex3d Steelwork can import data generated 
by the leading structural steel CAD systems on the 
market using DSTV, SAT and CAM files. The system 
converts the DSTV, SAT and CAM files into the native 
format for Lantek Flex3d which allows the user to apply 
modifications in a natural and easy way.

Lantek Flex3d Steelwork can easily import the various 
properties of each file such as the material, quantity and 
thickness to simplify the process for cutting preparation.

Design options
Apart from the basic operations of drilling, shearing, 
marking and sawing, the system has the ability to 
create cutting operations from geometry imported 
from the Lantek 2D module and formats such as DXF.

There are also dimensioning features to check 
the measurements of any geometry or machining 
operations of the profile.
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steelwork

Lantek Flex3d Steelwork offers to the user the ability to 
apply the following operations:

• Automatic and semi-automatic drilling, tapping and 
sinking operations along the profile (any flanges and/
or web).

• Automatic and semi-automatic cutting operations 
(plasma, oxycut, sawing or shearing).  

• Automatic tools for text and contour marking 
operations (scribing, contour marking, plasma…).

• Cutting macros with parametric operations and the 
ability to drive any 5 or 6 axis cutting head (bevel 
cutting). 

• Copy machining along the beam or tube section 
keeping the relationship between each profile for 
easy modification.

Optimization and profile 
cutting
Lantek Flex3d Steelwork will allow the user to obtain 
the best optimization of the profile path and the 
generation of the CNC file for the machine.

Optimization can be created by importing sections 
from the warehouse automatically or by calculating the 
needs of supply.

Automatic, semi-automatic or manual 3D nesting.

Automatic or manual lead-in/lead-out generation.

Redefine the sequence or the direction of the cutting 
path calculated automatically.

Manual, semi-automatic or automatic entries/bridges 
management.

Remnant management. Inventorying and re-utilization 
of beams or tubes.

Lantek Flex3d Steelwork provides the option to 
manually modify the vectors of the cutting sequence 
calculated by the system automatically (add/delete 
vectors or modify angles).

It is possible to order and/or modify the sequence of the 
cutting path manually.

Manual and automatic management of cutting 
compensation according to material and thickness.

The system has automatic control of the profile work 
zone in deciding and performing automatic repositions 
on the machine.

Lantek Flex3d Steelwork provides you with automatic 
detection and control of collisions and tools for manual 
modification.

There are several reports and process forms with 
relevant information for the user.

Cutting profiles simulation
Lantek Flex3d Steelwork allows you to simulate 
each machining operation such as drilling, punching, 
the cutting head and the work zone. If the resulting 
simulation is appropriate for the user, Lantek Flex3d 
Steelwork will automatically generate the NC file for 
the machine and the user can view the information in 
the same environment.

It allows the simulation of all machining operations and 
the trajectory of the cutting head (plasma or oxycut 
head). When collisions are found the user can repair 
them by stopping the simulation and correcting the 
trajectory.

The user can visualize all of the parameters of cutting 
during the simulation (position of the axis, contour, 
reposition, head height, etc ).

The user can also make movements, rotations, axis 
positioning adjustments, and zoom on the profile while 
viewing the simulation.

Totally interactive simulation provides multiple options 
for viewing the simulation step-by-step or forward and 
backward.
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lantek flex3d tubes

• Dynamic coordinate system specific for tubes. This 
tool offers various options to configure the coordinate 
system. 

• It is totally integrated with Lantek Integra, Lantek’s 
ERP system.

• Integral management of the sales process from 
quotations to invoicing including: sales orders, 
manufacturing operations, resource management, 
material requirement, purchasing, production 
planning and time and cost control. It is also possible 
to incorporate workshop data collection.

• Integral management of warehouses/inventories 
(profiles, sheet metal, tubes, remnants, commercial 
product, finished goods) including serial and batch 
numbers for entire traceability management.

Design options
• Complete or partial chamfers on either end of the tube. 

 

Introduction
Lantek Flex3d Tubes is a member of the Lantek Flex3d 
family of products for the design and cutting of tubes.

Lantek has used all the experience and proficiency 
gained in design systems and programming for sheet 
metal cutting, punching and bending machines and 
applied it to the tube cutting sector regardless of the 
type of machine.

Easy, flexible design
Lantek Flex3d Tubes allows 3D design in an intuitive and 
simple way, giving a real vision of the result that the user 
will obtain when cutting the profile on the machine. 

It integrates different kinds of tubular geometry 
importers: SAT, IGES, etc.

Lantek Flex3d Tubes is a parametric system, allowing 
the user to change the values of any of the operations 
made previously including the possibility of changing 
the initial parameters of each tube (lengthening, 
shortening, changing diameter, etc.).

Once the design stage is complete, the user can 
simulate the optimization of the tube (nesting) and the 
path followed by the cutting head, and directly generate 
the NC program in order to send it to the machine.

Lantek Flex3d Tubes adjusts cutting information based 
on the characteristics of the machine like the number of 
applicable axes (3 axes, 5 axes, etc).

Technical characteristics
• Lantek Flex3d Tubes gives a real vision of the result on 

the screen. It displays the exact tube and simulates, in 
3D, each process while reducing errors to a minimum.

• Zoom, view and rotation control tools allow for easy 
manipulation and editing of the design.

• Lantek Flex3d Tubes offers the user the possibility of 
creating standard tubes based on requirements.

• In addition to cylindrical, rectangular and triangular 
tubes, the user can design tube types adapted to their 
needs from 2D outlines.

• The 2D design options allow for the design or import 
of desired geometry to create any type of cutout or 
trim.
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• Possibility of creating any type of contour (round, 
rectangular, triangular, etc), either projected through 
both faces, or one face, at any point of the tube from 
any angle.

• Different options for copying elements and 
operations: linear, circular and by grid.

• Visual identification of intersections and operations. 
Lantek Flex3d Tubes can easily calculate intersections 
between two tubes.

• With Lantek Flex3d Tubes, 2D geometry can be 
projected or mapped onto the tube surface.

• The data for any operation carried out can be checked 
or modified at any time in the operations tree.

Optimization and cutting 
the tube
• Lantek Flex3d Tubes allows the user to obtain the 

best optimization of the tube and the generation of 
the NC file for the machine.

• Optimization can be created by importing sections 
from the warehouse automatically or by calculating 
the needs of supply.

• Remnant management: Inventorying and re-
utilization.

• Automatic, semi-automatic or manual 3D nesting.

• Automatic or manual lead-in and lead-out generation.

• The system allows the user to locate, in an intuitive 
way, each profile and the subsequent operations 
along the length of the tube.

• Lantek Flex3d Tubes can support machines with 
various number of axes. 

• Integral management of different machining 
technologies such as: bridges, micro-joints and 
cutting qualities which can be managed manually, 
semi-automatically or completely automatically.

• The machining process can be achieved in 2D or 3D 
and provides the user with a versatile environment.

• The machine’s technological parameters are specified 
in material dependency tables which are totally user-
configurable.

• There are several reports with relevant information 
for the user.

• The order in which the contours are cut can be 
calculated either automatically by the system or 
manually by the user.

CNC simulation and 
generation
• Lantek Flex3d Tubes can simulate the cutting machine 

and the sequence over the tube. If the resulting 
simulation is appropriate for the user, Lantek Flex3d 
Tubes will automatically generate the NC file for each 
machine and, in the same environment, integrate the 
information related to the design and post-processor.

• Interactive simulation provides step-by-step, forward, 
rewind, pause, and restart functions.
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Introduction
Lantek Flex3d 5x is a special application from the 
Lantek Flex3d family of products for the automatic 
programming of five-axis machines using laser and 
water-jet technologies. Lantek Flex3d 5x is the 
result of over 15 years of working experience in close 
collaboration with both manufacturers and users of this 
type of machine. 

Lantek Flex3d 5x is compatible with the most 
widespread 3D design systems. It allows the import 
of parts from every International standard format and 
defines the desired technology for the subsequent cut 
generation. Designed to operate on PC based systems, 
Lantek Flex3d 5x interface is similar to the other 
products in the Lantek family. As a result, the software 
requires a short learning period and it is very easy to use. 
The user simply has to follow the instructions provided 
by the software itself.

• Rapid movements automatically or manually adjusted.

• Simulation of complete working environment: part, 
table, fixtures, head, etc.

• Collision check and automatic avoidance of collisions.

Automatic fixtures 
calculation
Lantek Flex3d 5x automatically generates the fixtures 
necessary for positioning the part correctly on the 
machine table. 

Taking the desired position and height of the part above 
the cutting table, the system provides a user-defined 
holding grid, where the user can decide how many 
fixtures will hold the part in place and their locations.

When the appropriate holding grid has been defined, 
Lantek Flex3d 5x generates the solids necessary for 
positioning the part on the table. 

Technical features
• Solids and surfaces supported formats: SAT®, IGES®, 

VDA®, STEP®, Parasolid®, CATIA®, SOLIDWORKS®, Solid 
Edge®, Inventor®, NX and Creo Elements/PRO.

• May share a common database for machines and 
materials with Lantek Expert.

• Automatic detection of the part cutting contour and 
thickness.

• Multiple options to place the part on the machine 
table.

• Different cutting qualities can be set by contour or by 
portion within the same contour.

• Multiple possibilities to change head position in each 
point.

• Lead-ins, lead-outs and micro-joints/tabs.
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Automatic fixture calculation takes cutting contours 
into account, so that the calculated fixtures do not 
interfere with either the cutting head or any of the holes 
to be cut. This saves valuable machine time normally 
associated with program verification in the machine.

These fixtures can be revised in 3D mode. The design 
or the position of the fixtures can be modified and 
recalculated at any stage of the process.

When the correct fixtures are in place, the user can 
automatically transfer the 2D geometry to Lantek 
Expert Cut or Lantek Expert Punch for the parts to be 
cut on any available machine.

Machining
Lantek Flex3d 5x automatically detects all the part 
cutting contours, allowing automatic or semi-
automatic machining of these contours. The qualities 
to be applied to each contour can also be selected by 
user. The automatic machining sequences and model 
intelligence is generated irrespective of where the 3D 
CAD design data originated. As a result, Lantek Flex3d 
5x enables manufacturing of products directly from 
design data, eliminating potential errors. 

After machining, the system allows entire work 
environment simulation. The software and post-
processors include a three dimensional model of the 
appropriate machine and cutting head. Lantek Flex3d 
5x automatically detects any possible collisions of the 
head with any other elements involved in the cutting 
operation, offering multiple possibilities for correcting 
them. The physical limits of the axes are also considered 
during the whole process.

Lantek Flex3d 5x permits full cutting direction change. 
Any cutting vector can be modified, erased or inserted 
at any point of the contour so it prevents unwanted 
movements and positions.
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Lantek MES Manager is the sheet metal 
MES software (Manufacturing Execution 
System) that directs the execution of all 
manufacturing processes in the workshop, 
from launching work orders to production 
plant to finishing the product.

Lantek Wos is a software system that 
provides all the necessary tools required 
to collect data involved in the production 
process of metal companies from the 
machine operater workstation.

MES MANAGER WOS

LANTEK MES
The sheet metal MES software that will boost the 
productivity of your factory

Lantek MES Products

Lantek MES is the family of Lantek products 
designed for companies who wish to acquire a 
complete and competitive solution to manage 
and optimize their manufacturing processes, 
having real time control of all the different 
activities taking place in the workshop.
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Lantek Workshop Capture is a software 
system that provides data input capabilities 
from the shop floor.

Lantek Inventory is a management solution 
that provides a real time view of the 
quantity and valuation of stock for each 
warehouse.

CAPTURE INVENTORY

www.LantekSMS.com
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lantek MES manager

Lantek MES Manager is our Manufacturing Execution 
System (MES) that takes care of the execution of all 
manufacturing processes in the workshop from the 
launch of a work order to the finished product.

Lantek MES Manager is designed for companies 
interested in a complete and competitive solution 
capable of optimizing their manufacturing processes 
with integration to CAD/CAM solutions. This allows 
control of manufacturing operations in real time.

Imagine being able to know, in real time, the status of 
each one of the parts and/or customer manufacturing 
order? Imagine being able to have an optimized view 
considering different key variables in the workshop such 

as deliver date, customer, sales order, machine, material 
and more? Lantek MES Manager user-defined criteria 
makes this possible. 

Monitoring of the 
manufacturing process
For monitoring of a manufacturing order, the system has 
advanced functions for grouping the parts according to 
different criteria such as: machine, material, thickness, 
delivery date, sales order, customer and more.

In real time the user can check the production status of 
certain parts such as: if they are on stand-by, nesting, 
under production or finished. All statuses are graphical 
and  managed intuitively. Through different graphical 
indicators, the evolution of the manufacturing process 
is easily monitored.

Time and cost optimization
Considering the machine load, it is possible to optimize 
the launching of orders and the generation of CAD/
CAM jobs.

The system takes into account different types of 
manufacturing requirements such as planned from the 
management solution or imported as geometry files 
(DWG, DXF, etc.).
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Workshop management
Lantek MES Manager has the ability to monitor the 
volume of work, the management of completed 
operations and the optimization of resources (machines, 
employees and sub-contractors).

From the office it is possible to reserve materials for a 
specific job or give priority to other jobs.

Analysis and history of 
production
Lantek MES Manager performs a comparison 
between estimated costs and true costs for selected 
manufacturing orders. It also allows a specific evaluation 
of those orders as well as the associated products.

Lantek MES Manager provides a powerful tool for 
companies to obtain more competitive prices and 
to understand the true costs and variations for each 
product.

In order to analyze the manufacturing area, the 
system provides different analytical tools covering 
manufacturing orders, incurred costs, volume of work, 
changes of orders and more.

It also contains an advanced manufacturing sales 
history management tool.

Lantek MES Manager connects with third party 
workshop data solutions allowing the logging of times 
and real material consumption for each nest and 
production process.

“Lantek MES Manager 
simplifies and speeds up all the 
manufacturing processes and 

optimizes the assigned costs and 
the delivery dates to a maximum”

•  Workshop management.

•  Monitoring of manufacturing in real time.

•  Time and cost optimization.

•  Competitiveness.

•  Analysis and history of manufacturing.

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS: 

Lantek MES Manager
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Introduction
Workshop Operating System (Wos) is a system for the 
control and monitoring of production designed for 
companies working with sheet metal.

It provides all necessary tools required to collect the data 
involved in the production process: status, manpower, 
materials, machines, inventory and more.

From the workshop, the system is updated with 
validation data in real time. It provides the office with 
accurate and current data. 

Lantek MES Wos can be installed on a PC and offers 
the ability to chose between different machine tools 
and work centers. It is also possible to establish 
communication with the cutting machine’s controls in 
the workshop. 

The work center operators have all the information 
related to pending work, as well as the ability to consult 
and/or monitor the warehouse inventory. 

Ease of use
The main principle of Lantek MES Wos is to provide a 
solution for easy and efficient workshop data input. The 
system has intuitive screens with a minimal need for 
data entry.

The information is clear, so anyone is capable of 
interaction with the system without previous knowledge. 

Lantek MES Wos  represents the perfect balance 
between ease of use, power and functionality (a 
compulsory requirement in the production sector).

Lantek MES Wos includes multiple options for the 
full display of information associated with nests and 
manufacturing operations. This information includes:

• 2D nest design. 

• List of pending nests and their status. It is also possible 
to re-order the sequence of jobs or even change the 
machine tool. 

• Turret configuration when punching machines are 
used.

• Numerical control (CNC) of the nests.

• The user may check various data from the parts in 
each nest including: quantity, length, height, related 
order and more.

• Process and machine times.

• Graphic and intuitive display of operations and nest 
status.
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Monitoring and validation of 
the manufacturing process
Designed for integration with the Lantek Expert CAD/
CAM programming system and Lantek Integra, the 
production management system, it allows the production 
manager to specify which work center or machine is to 
carry out each job.

The different solutions give the option of monitoring 
nests in real time and verifying the production of any 
order at any given time. The operator can display all the 
necessary information to validate pending and assigned 
work. 

Warehouse management
The system allows the user to select the actual sheet 
used to cut the nest, always retaining traceability. The 
warehouse is automatically updated. It removes the 
cut sheets while registering the obtained parts and 
generated remnants. 

It is also possible to register the parts that have been 
lost during the production process and to manage 
the processing, quality controls and other aspects of 
production.

“The main advantage is to know 
what is happening in the workshop 

at all times to ensure that all 
decisions are made based on 

accurate data”

• Easy to use.

• Facilitates the reduction of manufacturing costs.

• Monitoring and validation of the manufacturing process.

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS: 

Lantek MES Wos

Productivity increase
With Lantek MES Wos it is possible to register all the 
data immediately, making the system an essential 
decision making tool. 

Paper use is minimized, removing unnecessary 
administrative tasks that do not directly contribute to 
the production process.

In short, the system contributes to the optimization of 
productivity and the reduction of manufacturing costs.
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Introduction
Lantek MES Inventory is a management solution that 
provides a real time view of all the key information 
relating to the quantity and valuation of stock for each 
warehouse.

Management of Inventory
The system provides updated information of all elements 
involved in the products module: sheet metal, remnants, 
profiles, pieces, purchased products, finished products 
and more.

The management of inventory, like the material needs 
and its management, is specific for every type of product.

The remnants of sheet metal or profiles are generated 
and managed in the warehouse module. They have been 
designed in the technical office and have been validated 
in the workshop. 

Costs management
Once the chosen method for cost calculation (FIFO, LIFO, 
or Average) has been selected, the system automatically 
updates the true costs of the product regardless of which 
Lantek Integra module the user makes a warehouse 
movement from.

This provides updated value information of each stocked 
product and the overall value of inventory.

Tracking management
Lantek MES Inventory manages the tracking, serial and 
batch numbers for all received goods.

The system can generate and assign serial or batch 
numbers when a product is received. It can also fix 
references and bar codes to received items and connect 
the documentation with any stock input-output. 

Inventory and backlogs 
management
The efficient management of warehouse materials and 
products requires an updated control of the inventory at 
any given time. Lantek MES Inventory not only displays 
the quantities in stock, but also their status: reserved, in 
orders, pending delivery and more.

For each material reservation, the system shows the 
origin and the reason for the material being reserved: 
dispatched for sales orders, workshop, manufacturing 
orders, and more. Finally, it allows the creation of 
reservation tags to specify if an element is reserved.
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Receipts and shipments 
management
The system manages all receipts: both executed and 
pending. The system includes specific views to manage 
received purchases and pending purchases or receipts.

It includes complete shipment management with 
specific views for the management of orders and for 
pending and sent delivery notes. 

Barcode reader
The system is fully integrated with Lantek barcode 
solutions. It allows the registration of inventory 
movements, transfers, adjustments and inventory look 
ups by barcode terminals.

Multi-warehouse management
Lantek MES Inventory allows the control of several 
warehouses at the same time, providing you with timely 
information on the quantity of product stocked in each 
warehouse, and the overall quantity for all warehouses.

“Lantek MES Inventory allows you 
to manage your warehouses and to 
reduce the required inventory costs 

to a minimum”

Compatibility of inventory 
with other modules
Lantek MES Inventory is totally integrated with the 
additional management modules of Lantek Integra. 
It becomes an effective system able to manage the 
true inventory and other areas of the company’s 
requirements such as sales oders, manufacturing 
orders, CAD/CAM work and more.

The system is integrated and connected with the 
Lantek CAD/CAM solutions. It manages quantities 
and allocations for sheet remnants and for the profiles 
designed in the technical office in real time.

History and analysis of 
inventory
Lantek MES Inventory can be used as a powerful analysis 
tool and provides the Inventory Manager with the 
resulting information: history of warehouse movements, 
inventories executed between specific dates, generated 
receipts and documentation, economic valuation of the 
inventory and more.

By using filters, it is easy to access the different 
classifications of invoices in a fast and intuitive manner.

In addition, and for the optimum distribution of the 
products and their proper control, an option is available 
for dividing the warehouses into different physical 
locations with the ability to assign them to each product 
according to their characteristics.

•  Inventory management and costs valuation.

•  Tracking management and associated documentation.

•  Inventory and backlogs management.

•  Receipt and shipment management.

•  Barcode reader.

•  Integration with other modules.

•  History and analysis of inventory.

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS: 

Lantek MES Inventory
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Supplies all the necessary information to 
optimize the contact with customers and 
prospects in a clear and precise way.

All the necessary information is available 
immediately to all employees involved 
in the sales process. This creates an 
opportunity for time to be spent in higher 
value added tasks.

QUOTES SALES

LANTEK INTEGRA
Software platform for advanced manufacturing in 
companies transforming sheet metal, tubes and beams

Lantek Integra Products

Lantek Integra consists of a set of complete 
and integrated functional modules that focus 
on current and future management needs of 
companies in each of their areas, from the 
initial process of sales until the end service 
support. 

Lantek Integra is a management software 
platform aimed at industrial companies 
belonging to the sheet metal sector. Manage 
all key areas of the metal fabrication process: 
sales, manufacturing, purchasing and inventory 
among others.
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It is specially designed to cater for those 
management needs associated with 
the company´s purchasing processes. 
It supplies the required information in a 
straightforward and timely manner to the 
employees involved with purchasing. 

Specially designed to meet the needs of 
companies requiring the management of 
information connected to their products.

PURCHASES PRODUCTS

www.LantekSMS.com
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lantek integra quotes

Introduction
Lantek Integra Quotes is an advanced solution for 
companies who wish to optimize the relationship with 
their existing and prospective customers.

The system provides immediate access to all customers’ 
information, assuring optimal communication and 
service.

It also provides the necessary tools to achieve the 
main objective for the professionals involved in the 
commercial process: to sell.

Commercial Quotes
It is totally integrated with the rest of Lantek Integra 
solutions. All customer activities are managed and 
traceable through the Quotes module including: sales 
orders, delivery notes, orders, etc.

It allows management of all the customer’s data and 
also the customer credit risk before the close of a 
commercial activity. If the commercial activity exceeds 
the defined risk, the system offers different alternatives.

Quotes
Lantek Integra Quotes is the perfect solution for the 
creation and management of quotes for sheet metal 
parts, profiles and product structures in the sheet metal 
processing sector. Designed for professionals involved 
in the quotation process, it does not require advanced 
expertise in designing or nesting.

“Lantek Integra Quotes supplies 
all the necessary information to 

optimize contact with customers 
and prospects in a clear and 

precise way”

Quick Quote Generation

Easy and concise generation of quotes by the user is the 
main objective of the system. It includes different tools 
to speed up the process.

By means of an intuitive link to Lantek CAD/CAM 
solutions, the system simulates a nest and automatically 
calculates the costs for each piece. 

Quotation Tool

Lantek Integra Quotes provides a quotation tool to 
calculate the costs associated with each assembly, part 
or process.

Once the geometry, material, thickness and associated 
operations are defined, the system is able to calculate 
the estimated costs and is fully integrated with the 
Lantek CAD/CAM module.

Lantek Integra Quotes includes cost calculations for 
different operations such as: bending, painting, welding, 
assembly, and more. Moreover, the user is allowed to 
add extra costs for each option and/or quote. 

The flexibility of the system means that any element 
of the quote or calculations can be modified to suit 
the particular customer or project. It allows the use of 
Excel© tools and other common office applications for 
quotes.

Total integration with Lantek CAD/CAM solutions

Lantek Integra Quotes is fully integrated with Lantek 
CAD/CAM solutions. The system allows a quote to be 
drawn up, taking into account the cutting times for 
each part included in the nest. It is a very accurate cost 
calculation system, as it enables real multi-part nesting 
and takes into account the values specified in machine 
configuration. The quotation nest can be reused in the 
rest of the company’s processes. 
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Cost and sale price calculation and comparison

Lantek Integra Quotes is a powerful solution to calculate 
costs. As a final result it shows the different costs in detail 
including: material costs, labor costs, machine costs, and 
other operating expenses.  

The system enables the comparison of cost and sale 
prices. For example, when a quote has been drawn up 
for a job with specific technology, it is also possible to 
calculate the cost for the same work using different 
technology or with another type of material.

Fully integrated with other 
modules
The Lantek Integra Quotes module is fully integrated with 
the rest of our Lantek Integra management modules.

Once the quote is generated and accepted by the 
customer, the user can generate a sale order and transfer 
it automatically to the manufacturing department.

The quote is fully associated to the generated sales 
orders, deliver notes and invoices. This association makes 
it possible to completely trace the sales cycle.

History and analysis of 
quotes
Lantek Integra Quotes allows powerful graphical 
visualization and analysis of all customer contact and 
sales data. Activity and trends can easily be identified 
and monitored.

The system provides a record of all quotes generated. 
The user can retrieve a quote at any time, modify the 
data and create a new quote in just a few seconds.

• Commercial Quotes.

- Customer information management.

- Commercial actions management.

- Risk management.

• Quotes.

- Quick Quote generation.

- Quotation tool.

- Integration with Lantek CAD/CAM solutions.

- Cost and sale price calculation and comparison.

• Full integration with the rest of companies’ areas.

• History and analysis of quotes.

MAIN FEATURES:

Lantek Integra Quotes
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lantek integra sales

Introduction
Lantek Integra Sales has been specially designed to 
cater to all the needs associated with the sales cycle of 
a company.

All the necessary information is available immediately to 
all employees involved in the sales process. This creates 
an opportunity for their time to be spent in higher value 
added tasks.

Management of sales orders
Our solution provides the integral management of all 
sale orders. If an offer is made, the system gathers all 
the quote information and allows the modification of 
each item.

People involved in sales management are regularly 
informed of their progress. Our solution includes 
different views for order lines including one focused on 
cost and price management with another specifically 
designed to follow an order.

For example, it is possible to check if a product is 
already manufactuered and/or shipped at the required 
quantities in detail.

Management of sales orders
The system manages the consignment of manufactured 
products. It always keeps control of orders and its 
status, in real time.

From the sales module, and thanks to a configurable 
view to speed up the process, it is possible to access 
the generated shipments and pending invoices. 

Invoicing
The system manages all registered sales invoices. 
Invoicing may be made against a sales order, against a 
delivery note or by user’s demand.

By means of configured views to optimize the invoicing 
process, it is possible to access invoices and pending 
shipments.

The sales order status and/or delivery notes are 
updated after each fulfilled invoice. Using filters, it is 
easy to access invoices classified differently according 
to the user’s criteria. Such criteria includes: invoices to 
account, accounted invoices and paid invoices among 
other classifiers.

The detailed registration of each invoice and estimated 
payments is fully integrated with your company’s 
accounting system.
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Customer risk management
The solution includes risk management functionality for 
the enterprise. It provides an efficient tool to ensure the 
complete management of the invoicing function.

Each company has its own risk management limit. Every 
time a sales element is registered (order, delivery note 
and/or invoice) the system checks the element against 
the current total risk and advises accordingly.

Should the risk limit be exceeded, there are options to 
lock the customer, redefine limit and/or lock the order 
among other things.  

Compatibility of the sales 
process with other modules
Our system provides complete integration for the entire 
sales cycle from sales orders to delivery notes and other 
associated documents.

Lantek Integra Sales integrates with all Lantek Integra 
management modules including Manufacuting, 
Inventory Management, Purchases and more. All the 
different stages involved are perfectly integrated so that 
the information is automatically relayed from one stage 
to the next.

Likewise, we can issue production orders in response 
to sales orders, generating the entire production list 
required to service the order.

There are various options in order to block the sales 
documents such as blocking the invoice after being 
counted, blocking the invoice and being sent and more.

“Lantek Integra Sales manages 
the traceability of all information 

throughout the sales cycle”

Analysis and history of sales 
The system provides different tools to analyze the 
complete sales cycle. It produces detailed management 
reports including orders, concurrent costs, pending 
invoicing and more.

All this information allows the enterprise to provide 
a better service to the customers and constantly 
keep them updated with progress of the sales order, 
manufacturing, shipment and invoicing.

It contains an advanced sales history management 
where the sales documents go directly to your ”history” 
section from a configured date.

• Management of sales orders, delivery notes and associated invoices.

• Customer risk management.

• Compatibility of the sales process with the rest of the areas.

• Sales analysis.

MAIN FEATURES:

Lantek Integra Sales
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lantek integra purchases

Introduction
Lantek Integra Purchases is specially designed to 
cater to the management needs associated with your 
company’s purchasing processes. It supplies the 
required information in a straightforward and timely 
manner to the employees involved with the purchase 
operation.

Supplier management
Our solution provides you with all the information 
associated with the company’s suppliers. By selecting 
a supplier or company, we can easily access all related 
information including: purchase orders made, delivery 
notes, invoices, purchase price per item, and supply 
conditions among other things.

The system retains a full historical record of purchases 
and information received from different suppliers.

Purchase orders
The system manages all the purchase orders made, 
as well as all the information and the current status 
associated with them. For example, after receiving the 
goods a purchase invoice is generated and the order 
status is changed.

Stock management and 
purchase needs
With Lantek Integra Purchases, it is possible to view the 
summarized or detailed inventory for each configured 
warehouse by specific views depending on product 
type.

Moreover, the different purchase needs can easily 
be managed with the required purchases being 
automatically released in a few seconds.

The system generates the purchase invoice 
automatically from the material needs, previously 
identified.

“Lantek Integra optimizes the 
administrative process and satisfies 
the needs of supply generated in 

the different areas”
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purchases

Compatibility of purchases 
with our other modules
Lantek Integra Purchases is totally integrated with other 
Lantek Integra management modules and creates an 
effective system for the planning of material requirements. 
The system is able to calculate the requirement from 
each key area including: exceeding minimum stock, 
generating sales orders, creating management order, 
and/or generating a nest in the technical office.

History of purchase and 
purchasing process analysis
Lantek Integra Purchases is a powerful strategic 
analysis tool that provides the Purchase Manager 
with the resulting information: history of purchases 
executed between specific dates, material receipts and 
documentation, invoicing by item and/or supplier, etc. 
The generation of lists and statistics enables companies 
to exert greater control over the purchasing process. 

The user can close orders and purchase invoices by 
putting them into the “history” section from a configured 
date.

Reciepts and purchase 
invoices
The system allows for the automatic generation of the 
delivery note associated with a purchase order or specific 
purchase line as soon as the materials are received in the 
warehouse.

Finally, the system generates the purchase invoice 
automatically, either against a delivery note or against an 
order placed.

Tracking management
The system manages the input material and tracking 
number automatically. The tracking number follows 
the life cycle of the connected element. In addition, it 
manages all the relevant documentation such as quality 
certificates, supply conditions, rules and more.

• Management of suppliers.

• Automatic and manual purchase orders.

• Inventory management and purchase needs.

• Receipt of material and tracking management.

• Purchase invoices and accounting.

• Compatibility of the purchasing process with other areas.

• History of purchase and purchasing analysis.

MAIN FEATURES:

Lantek Integra Purchases
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LANTEK ANALYTICS
Because it’s impossible to make good decisions without 
accurate information

Lantek Analytics Products

Lantek Analytics is a family of products that 
provide access to the information, reliably and 
in real time, that is relevant to your company’s 
production process. From the performance 
of each machine to the efficiency of a line 
or factory. An exhaustive analysis of the 
company’s customers and sales channels 
provides anticipation of manufacturing orders 
and enables Smart Quoting.

Managing real data from the manufacturing process, data 
analysis and intelligent visualization.

MANUFACTURING ANALYTICS
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Lantek Synergy Customer Analytics uses advanced algorithms to analyze production orders, 
identify recurrent patterns and predict customer purchasing. Customer Analytics allow for 
resource reservations, advanced sales forecasting, and Lantek Advanced Planning.

CUSTOMER ANALYTICS
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lantek analytics

The metal industry is facing a challenging era. Several initiatives are emerging in the most industrialized countries 
(Industry 4.0, Advanced Manufacturing, etc.) to promote evolution in manufacturing. Lantek has developed a path for 
digital metal manufacturing based on deep machine knowledge and awareness of daily shop floor situations. With the 
ability of controlling any cutting machine model, Lantek has produced a suite of software and comprehensive services 
that can help companies make the shift from cost control to a strategic enabler that improves business agility while 
positioning companies at the forefront of digital transformation.

From metal cutting machine to optimization of the entire company, we know the way.

Digital Transformation for Sheet Metal industry

CAD/CAM MES ERP+ ADVANCED MANUFACTURING

Metal Platform Factory Management Synergy Intelligence

lantek expert cut

lantek expert punch

lantek expert quattro

lantek expert duct

lantek MES manager

lantek MES WOS

lantek MES capture

lantek MES inventory

lantek integra quotes

lantek integra sales

lantek integra purchases

lantek integra outsourcing

lantek flex3d steelwork

lantek flex3d tubes

lantek flex3d 5x

lantek flex3d CAD addins

manufacturing analytics

customer analytics

lantek order consolidation

lantek advanced connectivity

lantek advanced planning

THE POWER OF KNOWLEDGE 
Lantek Analytics is knowledge for effective 
decision-making. It extracts information from 
each process of the company, filtering it and 
connecting it to offer you useful and precise 
information in real time. Above all, it utilizes 
the 30 years of experience with our clients 
controlling industrial processes in sheet metal 
cutting and processing companies and applies 
that efficiency to the homogeneous data 
obtained from the machines, all controlled 
via the same software, even if they are from 
a different manufacturer and a different 
technology. 

Today, obtaining figures and graphs is easy. 
What’s difficult is making them useful.

Lantek analytics
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Digital Transformation for Sheet Metal industry

Customer Profiles and Purchasing Knowledge.
Lantek Customer Analytics uses advanced 
algorithms to analyze production orders, identify 
recurrent patterns and predict customer purchasing.  
Customer Analytics allow for resource reservations, 
advanced sales forecasting, Lantek Advanced 
Planning and Lantek Smart Quoting. 

Managing real data from manufacturing 
process, data analysis and intelligent 
visualization.
Analysis based on manufacturing data from supply 
chains and 30-years of Sheet Metal expertise give 
standardization in a Data Gateway that can be 
integrated with an external SAP or in a Business 
Intelligence Cockpit such as the Lantek BI module. 
Such data includes OEE, Machine Monitoring, 
and Inventory supplying real knowledge for real 
improvement.

Manufacturing Analytics

Customer Analytics

Visualization on Lantek BI Module

Visualization on 
BI Platform

Capturing
Capture and collect as much 

Operational data possible

IoT
Integration with 

external ERP

Analysing
Analyze, model and apply smart 
algorithms to get valuable data

Algorithmic

Date Gateway
OEE / Inventory / Machine 

Conditioning data on SM expertise

Standardization

External CRM/ERP

Integra Quotes

Integra Sales

Production Orders

Capturing
Capture and collect as 
much Customer & PO 

data as possible

BD Integration

Analysing
Analyze, model and apply 
smart algorithms to get 

valuable data

Algorithmic

Resources reservations, 
Delivering data counting 
Advanced Sales Forecast

Smart Quoting +
Quoting based on automatic settings 

with real historical data

Advanced Planning
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LANTEK MES+
MES 4.0: Advanced production management and planning

Lantek MES+ Products

Lantek MES+ is the most advanced Manufacturing 
Execution System on the market. It makes it possible 
to consolidate all manufacturing orders from all 
channels and while automatically connecting to 
the MRPs of VIP clients to anticipate production 
orders. Once consolidated, our algorithms use all the 
recorded and real data to propose the most efficient 
planning within the desired parameters: by estimated 
time, cost, occupancy and many more. 

Management, consolidation and 
prioritization of production orders for 
multi-factory companies.

Integration of Production Planning with the 
ERP of key clients.

ORDER CONSOLIDATION ADVANCED CONNECTIVITY
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Advanced MES: Three levels of intelligence for Advanced Planning.

ADVANCED PLANNING
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lantek MES+

The metal industry is facing a challenging era. Several initiatives are emerging in the most industrialized countries 
(Industry 4.0, Advanced Manufacturing, etc.) to promote evolution in manufacturing. Lantek has developed a path for 
digital metal manufacturing based on deep machine knowledge and awareness of daily shop floor situations. With the 
ability of controlling any cutting machine model, Lantek has produced a suite of software and comprehensive services 
that can help companies make the shift from cost control to a strategic enabler that improves business agility while 
positioning companies at the forefront of digital transformation.

From metal cutting machine to optimization of the entire company, we know the way.

Digital Transformation for Sheet Metal industry

CAD/CAM MES ERP+ ADVANCED MANUFACTURING

Metal Platform Factory Management Synergy Intelligence

lantek expert cut

lantek expert punch

lantek expert quattro

lantek expert duct

lantek MES manager

lantek MES WOS

lantek MES capture

lantek MES inventory

lantek integra quotes

lantek integra sales

lantek integra purchases

lantek integra outsourcing

lantek flex3d steelwork

lantek flex3d tubes

lantek flex3d 5x

lantek flex3d CAD addins

manufacturing analytics

customer analytics

lantek order consolidation

lantek advanced connectivity

lantek advanced planning

Lantek MES+

ADVANCED PLANNING 
AND PRODUCTION 
Lantek MES+ is the most advanced MES 
(Manufacturing Execution System). The 
foundation of smart production includes 
optimized planning using objective criteria and 
is as automated as possible. For this purpose, 
Lantek MES+ integrates manufacturing orders 
from all sales channels, even connecting to the 
MRP of our main clients anticipating orders. Our 
algorithms, using the intelligence of the system 
and real and historical manufacturing data, will 
propose optimized planning for each line in each 
plant of your company.

Lantek MES+: Production optimization based on 
the integration of data and processes.
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Digital Transformation for Sheet Metal industry
Management, consolidation and prioritization of production orders for multi-factory companies.
In companies with multiple factories or dynamic supply chains, order management is challenging. Deciding when and 
where to manufacture for the best efficiency with on time delivery is critical.

Order Consolidation

MES +

Orders by Direct Sales

ERP

Orders by Indirect Channel

Orders by eCommerce Channel

Orders by OEMs Agreements Order Consolidation Advanced Planning

Integrating Manufacturing Planning with Customers.
For long-term manufacturing it is important to maintain adequate stock, fulfill contracts as promised and deliver orders 
on time. Integration to the MRP systems of key customers allows for optimal planning and production as orders can be 
received automatically from customers.  
 

Advanced Connectivity

MES +

MRP

OEM

Advanced Connectivity Order Consolidation Advanced Planning

Smart Manufacturing Execution System, based on big data and integrated systems.
Using data collected in-process and from IoT devices, Lantek Advanced Planning algorithms provide optimized 
production planning, across machines, factories and production lines. Real-Time data is consolidated from active and 
historical production orders, anticipated orders, and orders arriving from connected customer systems for the most 
advanced and comprehensive planning available.

Advanced Planning

Visualization

Manufacturing planning 
Platform: automatic 

optimization

Interface

Manufacturing

lm. lantek MES

Analysing

Analyze, model and 
apply smart algorithms 

to get valuable data

Algorithmic
Order Consolidation

Advanced Connectivity

Manufacturing Analytics

Customer Analytics

Advanced Planning
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ARGENTINA
Tel.: +54 - (3564) 435362
E-mail: soporte.america@lanteksms.com

CHILE
Tel.: +56 - 2 2228 4703
E-mail: info.chile@lanteksms.com

CHINA
Tel.: +86 21 6845 5605 (Shanghai)
E-mail: sales.china@lanteksms.com

FRANCE
Tel.: +33 - 474 977 948 (Lyon)
E-mail: info.france@lanteksms.com

GERMANY
Tel.: +49 - (0) 6151 39789 - 0
E-mail: info@lantek.de
    
ITALY
Tel.: +39 - 0172 479 208
E-mail: sales@lantek.it

KOREA
Tel.: + 82 - 51 319 2775 (Busan)
Tel.: +82 - 31 501 2971 (Seoul)
E-mail: lantek@lantek.co.kr

MEXICO
Tel.: +52 (55) 5386 1665 – 6363 0581
E-mail: info.mexico@lanteksms.com

POLAND
Tel.: +48 32 200 09 55
E-mail: info.poland@lanteksms.com

TURKEY
Tel.: +90 224 453 4418
E-mail: info.turkey@lanteksms.com

UAE
Tel.: +971 55 660 9768
E-mail: sales.uae@lanteksms.com

UNITED KINGDOM
Tel.: +44 (0) 1684 342345
E-mail: sales.uk@lanteksms.com

USA
Tel.: +1 - 877 805 1028
E-mail: Info.usa@lanteksms.com

MAIN OFFICE 
SPAIN
Lantek Sheet Metal Solutions, S.L.
Parque Tecnológico de Álava
Ferdinand Zeppelin, 2 (Lantek)
01510 Miñano (Álava)
Tel.: +34 - 945 771 700
Fax: +34 - 945 298 714
info@lantek.es


